(1) Atmar Offers... 

that all their moves will be made in this regard.

"My last message to Mr. President and his respected colleagues is that you tend to and look to the international community that your work will produce your illegitima- cy," Atmar said. "The international community will allow you to do the job only for the honor of the presidency and this will pave the way for a crisis in the country."

Atmar said to reach their demands, the United Nations has notified the incumbent government is not committed to peace and that it is trying to postpone peace unti- l the next elections.

"This is an intra-Afghan talk in Doha was a big failure for the peace process and we see the government's western policy at it's worst," he said. The presidential candidates have consulted lawyers on the decision of the Supreme Court to extend President Ghani's term but, according to lawyers, the Supreme Court "cannot interpret the Constitution." He said there is no guarantee that the incumbent government will take another delay in the presidential elec- tions at face value. Atmar said that the National Assembly, the incumbent government has no will to bring trans- parency to the elections. He said the parties and the settlement for Afghanistan's fu- ture are an open question.

The report describes how corruption among top officials has fueled a culture of "hearthlessness" in Afghanistan, eroding public trust and confidence in government institutions and undermining the prospects for bringing peace and prosperity to the country. "Corruption is the cancer that is a bust to the economy and a threat to the stability and growth of Afghanistan. It is the top priority for the government to improve the lives of all Afghan citizens who must grasp with this challenging issue each day."

A key recommendation in the report is for Afghanistan to develop a long- term vision to understand the past reform efforts and leverage the government's public will to fight corrup- tion.

"The United Nations appreciates the government's efforts to fight corruption but the need to adopt strategic measures and to implement them is a matter of utmost importance. Unfortunately, the Afghan authorities have yet to implement the laws of the President, and unless the national authorities take the necessary steps, the law will not be supported by the international community and will not be applied in Afghanistan's long-term peace and prosperity," the report states.

A comprehensive response to a global problem. The majority of United Na- tions Member States and parties are to the Convention. (FP)

(7) Gilan County: 
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(8) Afghanistan: 

way I wanted them to prepare bunting and also leave the cause for the (campaign)."

Allegations of World War campaign against five-time cham- pions

(9) IEJRece... 

expert: proposed by a political of- ficial, however, has a different mes- sage. This comes as IEJ has assured to hold ballot papers concurrently on 9 August. (People's Voice)
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